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Blueprints for Power Unit (PU). (:15).  Warning the ring coils need to be fully Nano 

coated and Gans dried, or your system will not operate, put coils for 2nd time in Gans. He 

goes over coil connections, Power on one end and load on other end, load stacker, P 

capacitors, (:22).  How to make P Capacitor, fire resistant paper (baking paper), put the 

Gan paste C-Clockwise on the paper, securely wrap, position the wire, use 4 and connect 

all negative and all positive together as one, connector to power source. These capacitors 

are key to converting AC to Plasma.  If PU doesn't work the capacitors could be dried up. 

(:29).  Setting up the capacitors to the Grid, how to connect to Grid, cut the live line, 

where to put the capacitors, where to connect the load, complicated. (:42). They are 

working on a generator. When making the capacitors Gans has to be totally dry, and 

tightly packed. On the load side you have to watch for positive and negative.   (:45).  

Shows again how to connect to the Grid. The car unit one line to engine and one to 

battery.   (:49).  Question, putting Nano wires on Alternator, starter, and battery, to 

condition car, no comment, people are testing many things. In car batteries there are no 

capacitors, so no capacitors on car units. The water filter can produce 800 liters per day, 

still studying. (:56).  Stacking double coils. the capacitor coils can have up 10 turns. The 

Philippines uses 160 and 80 turns on their stacker coils, using gauge 12 wires and circuit 

breakers, Pain pens showing, plasma capacitors and coils, using 30 turns on outer coils.  

(1:09). Have to gradually increase the power in the house. Every unit is tested before 

sending out. You can use any kind of Gans.  (1:13). When they test Gans they see only 

CO3Ca, but on the Raman Spectroscopy IR, they see CO2, property's of superconductors. 

Use the same gauge wire for everything on same system, creating heat in Nano materials 

is difficult, you see the Cu inside molten, but Nano cold.  The wire can't become totally 

Nano coated inside, because of the spacing the forces of Nano don't allow solid Nano 

coat.   (1:33). People report that the Nano coat goes away, this is due to high moisture 

and salt concentrations in air, like sea side, the Nano went on to Gans. Nano means 10 to 

-9 meters, there is a method to make nano clothe, indestructible, you can make a skin of 

organ out of it.  (1:43). Draws a stacker unit, Matter to P, P to P, P to pure P, physicality, 

emotion, and Soul. these systems are a full replication of human body, interacts with 

emotion which is a total P state, the control in the Soul. You can't do anything wrong 

with this technology it's non-dimensional. Your Soul goes backward to make the 

physicality, so when you interact with the system, your wish is its command.    (1:49). If 

you connect the two ends of the reactor, you connect yourself back to yourself. Put PU at 

each ends of the house, what you have in the middle is connected. Put PU in center of 

city and people's PU around get connected. The whole city comes under P, becomes self-

sufficient. This is a cascading of P. Nano coated wires collect MG fields from the Earth 

MG fields, then don't need Gans. In Spanish teaching, after 3 months they took the PU 

out of house and gave to relatives, their own house (Nano Coated) still supplying energy. 

(1:56). If you take Gans of foods and put them in vicinity of PU all the people get energy 

of that food. No one will go hungry. If in the next few months place 1 million PU around 

Italy the whole country will receive the Energy. The dogs and cats will stop eating each 

other.   interrupted until (2:28). Talk rambling, about what if put PU in Vatican.   (2:53). 

KF logo belongs now to humanity.   (2:55). Scandal about Keshe falling in love with a 

woman, but already was disclosed.   (3:02). The Belgians infiltrated the new building to 



sabotage internet. The American man are teaching over 500 people in various stages of 

Nano coated. This man is teaching on his own. Arman deliver 3 units to State 

Department. You have to make the capacitors yourself and that threw many people off.  

(3:09).  Starts to teach again, how to make the Nano Capacitors, wrap wires around left 

hand turn, everything left hand turn, don't place capacitors too close to each other, if even 

one coil off will be problems, if you get a big bang when plug in could be Moisture, if it 

fails 99% chance the wire to the Grid has melted, if it comes back after some time it 

means weakness in Nano coating. Check if you exceeded 2000 watts resistive output, do 

not over load for a few weeks. If you put 2 units at each end of house, have to wait until 

whole house Nano coated.  (3:14). KF will take up 1000 scientists to develop this 

technology, who understand Plasma, and P without containment. Russian lady coming to 

do health research.  (3:26). Making a transcription and catalog of Teachings. In 

apartments the whole building become Nano coated, and whole building electric goes 

down. The problem will sit with Nuclear Power stations, Nano coating all the way to 

nuclear fuel rods.  We have gone backwards, just to show public,  no more Nano coating 

in the Institute, it's a way to breakthrough the humanity. (3:33). Looking for animal 

psychologists to help them in transition, water purification systems, MG system to extract 

the pollution from a distance, that matches the MG fields of chemicals, a magnet to 

attract the chemical, new Plasma scientists. Build earthquake systems that are MG shock 

absorbers, the shocks are absorbed by fields in Nano Plates, Nepal Earthquake, magnetic 

plates that create a MG fields that turn back on themselves.  (3:40). Health systems for 

diabetes, and diseases. They put a Nano plate in a pool and no algae growth. (3:49). 

Makes silver water, a controversy with WHO, Keshe doesn't know how it works, use in 

India in rivers. In Sierra Leone the WHO confiscated all of Keshe's materials and told 

them they can not collaborate with KF.  Copper and Silver are used against microbes, 

they take all the energy, used also in operating room, oxidize on the surfaces so nothing 

can attach to it. Most advanced operating rooms only in Copper, you create a MG fields 

that nothing (AA) can attach to it, like Teflon, a Plasmatic Teflon.  He will discuss the 

status of the Soul in respect to humanity in afternoon session. 

 


